
Debbie Stein Remarks on Introductory Call to Partnership 

 

Hello everyone. 

I think I have worked with about half of you. I look forward to working with you again. I also look 

forward to getting to know those of you I haven’t met yet. 

I want to start by introducing myself to those who haven’t met me and then talk about my hopes for the 

Partnership. You have already received a description of my professional background. I want to talk 

about the values and beliefs that will drive my work with you, values and beliefs that I think are shared 

by everyone on this call. 

I believe that many of the most important policy decisions affecting the lives of children are made by 

state and local governments. 

I believe that every child deserves a strong effective child advocacy organization fighting for it when 

those decisions are made, an organization that is accountable only to children and families and that 

considers the needs of the whole child. 

I believe that most child advocates enter the field because of their passionate commitment to serving 

children and families. Very few of you come with a love for or a background in nonprofit  management. 

That means that it is my job to try to provide resources that will give you the on-the-job training you 

need.  

I believe that the work you do is undervalued by foundations and that it is my responsibility to figure out 

how to show them how effective you are, how under-resourced you are, and what you can accomplish 

with additional funding. 

I believe that advocacy skills can be taught and learned, that state advocates, particularly those in this 

network, are leaders in this field and that you have a lot to teach each other. I also believe that even the 

most experienced advocates face new challenges, changing political circumstances, and new 

technologies, so that even the most experienced among you can learn from each other. My job is to 

facilitate that teaching, learning and sharing. It is my job to ensure that everyone benefits from the 

Partnership, from brand-new directors to those with decades of experiences. 

At the same time I believe that every state is different and that you need to tailor your work to the 

needs of children in your state, set goals that are realistic for your state, and employ advocacy strategies 

that have the greatest potential to be effective in your state.  

I hold myself accountable to the Board and to all of you members to meet your needs and be a wise 

steward of the Partnerships’ resources. I don’t think we have the resources to do everything that you 

would all like, at least not yet, so it is my job to work with the Board to set priorities, drawing on the 

information you all provide me through the annual survey and individual conversations. 



Finally, I believe that this Partnership is about you and your organizations, so this is the last time I will 

start so many sentences with “I”. 

Because the Partnership work should be driven by your needs and wishes, I plan to talk with all of you 

individually during my first weeks in the job. I start work April 13, (as some of you know I am recovering 

from shoulder surgery which is why my start date is delayed) so sometime in March Charlie and I will ask 

you to sign up for a call time that is convenient for you.  Before we talk, I will have read everyone’s 

annual survey reply, and I will use them to develop a set of questions to guide our conversation about 

the Partnership’s work.  I hope you will treat these calls as your chance to tell me anything you need me 

to know, and what your hopes for the Partnership are, before I design the proposed workplan for 2015 

and 2016. I promise we will talk many more times, and I will always be available to you, but I would very 

much appreciate it if you would spend a little time before that April call pulling together your thoughts, 

because that will really help me develop a workplan that meets your needs. 

I believe you should have all received the 2015 member survey. It is due at the end of next week. If you 

haven’t seen it please let Charlie and Vivian know.  

Because my workplan will be driven by your needs, I can’t yet provide very much detail about what we 

will do together. But I do want to spell out some of my hopes for the future and the areas that I 

particularly want to explore with you during our upcoming discussions. 

As I think most of you know, the Partnership will not duplicate the work of national policy organizations. 

That’s a Board decision and one I fully support. However, there are many ways we can support your 

policy work if you would find it helpful, ranging from connecting you with experts within the network or 

bringing together members struggling with common issues, to updating you on national developments 

that require state implementation, to bringing your needs and perspectives to the national table, to 

educating funders about areas where you need resources.   

As you know, the Partnership will only take national policy positions approved by the board, and you 

have been sent our policy outlining how those decisions will be handled. There are a number of key child 

programs up for reauthorization in 2015, including CHIP, child nutrition, juvenile justice, homevisiting, 

and ESEA. I hope to set up committees with experts from your organizations on these topics to develop 

Partnership policies for review by the Board that reflect your expertise and your perspectives. 

I hope to develop a wide range of activities and resources around advocacy skills and organizational 

development. I particularly want to give you all lots of opportunities to learn advocacy skills from each 

other. In some cases I may ask for a team of experts from your organizations to help me design these 

resources. I am eager to learn what areas you would find most helpful. 

You all have access to the Advocacy Learning Lab, and I plan to work with you and the staff at Casey to 

find ways for you and your staffs to learn from and use that resource—I also want to work with you to 

add your new strategies and resources to the LearningLab so that it continues to become more useful all 

the time. As many of you know, I wrote or edited every section, so I know what it offers now and where 

it needs to improve. 



I will make it a top priority to gain access for all Partnership members, not just KIDS COUNT grantees, to 

Casey resources and, wherever possible, events. 

Throughout our work, whether we are exploring policy, advocacy skills, or organizational development, 

we will include the implications for race equity, and I am sure we will have some activities focused 

explicitly on this. As advocates we know that race equity is both one of the most critical issues for 

children’s well-being and the hardest to address effectively. We are still learning how to raise and 

address it effectively. So in some cases we will probably share promising practices and try to assess 

whether they are working.  I also think it could be valuable to develop resources to help Partnership 

members identify and avoid or combat facially neutral policies that reinforce or allow inequitable 

outcomes. For example, policies that allow variations within a state in how programs are administered 

may appear to permit better administration through flexibility but they also allow inequitable treatment 

of non-dominant culture racial or ethnic communities. I particularly am eager to hear what you would 

find useful in this area. 

Because the Partnership should serve every member, I plan to track participation in activities by 

member, and reach out again to those of you that are not finding our activities helpful. 

The Partnership has a small core of committed and generous funders. In addition to supporting us 

financially, I will ask them to also work with us to identify the best ways to reach out to the broader 

funding community to increase support for your work. Based on their advice I will probably ask you for 

some help—perhaps mapping the current level of investment in your organizations by issue, or helping 

me tell the stories of how your work has improved children’s lives.  

In the short run, my focus will be on supporting the executive directors. However, down the road we 

may also develop services, beyond access to the Learning Lab, targeted at member staff. In addition, 

because every child deserves a strong child advocacy organization in their state, in the future we may 

also try to nurture and bring in members in states that are not currently represented. 

I hope this gives you some sense of what to expect, and perhaps prompts some ideas for what you 

would like to see the Partnership do. 

I am thrilled to have this opportunity to serve children and families by strengthening the organizations 

that fight for them in State Houses and City Halls. I feel privileged to once again work with you, the 

dedicated child advocates in the Partnership who have accomplished so much, often against great odds. 

As I have often said, you are my heroes and I am fortunate to have a job where I am expected to talk 

and work regularly with all of you. 

I would be happy to answer any questions or take some suggestions now. 

  


